
Possible Future Steps

After a rapid growth, the AstroWeb
is currently being consolidated. It is
hoped that, with the help of the as
tronomical community, the degree of
completeness and quality of the As
troWeb database can be further im
proved. Certainly, database internal
cross-referencing within the descriptive
paragraphs is far from complete. Here
the situation can presumably be reme
died with an appropriate software tool.

In the future the AstroWeb database
might be used as a starting base for
indexing all astronomical WWW pages
out on the Internet. This would involve
a "robot" repeatedly fetching all relevant
HTML pages, similarly to how Archie in
dexes all files in all registered anony-

mous FTP servers. Such a project is by
no means out of question. In fact, gen
eral indices spanning the whole WWW
already exist, but none thus far is spe
cific to astronomy.
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Producing Multi-Wavelength Overlays with MIDAS
M. PIERRE, CEAlOSMIOAPNIA CE Saclay, France, and

Max-Planck-Institut fUr Extraterrestrische Physik, Garching, Germany

Astronomy is no longer solely a sci
ence where data obtained in different
wavelength ranges are analysed sepa
rately. Astronomers are becoming more
and more involved in combined multi
wavelength programmes (optical, radio,
IUE, ROSAT and soon ISO ...) for which
basic coordinates transformation facili
ties constitute the starting point for any
further data analysis. This contribution
describes the method used for mak
ing the optical/X-ray/radio overlays, pre
sented in the preceding article "Multi
wavelength study of ROSAT clusters of
galaxies".

For each cluster, we have at our dis
posal ESO 3.6-m EFOSC R images (~

41 x 61
: scale: 0.6"/pixel), ROSAT sur

vey images ( ~ 1 sq. degree, resolution:
~ 21

), MOST images (701 x 70' cosec(S),
resolution: 43" x 43" cosec(S); we thus
adopted a final layout where the X-ray
and radio contours are superimposed
onto the optical pixel image. The latter
determines the final overlay size.

Because of the very different pro
cesses by which these images are ob
tained, the production of the overlays is a
long and tedious procedure, all the more
so since no regridding programmes are
available in MIDAS, nor are there com
mands for converting pixel coordinates
into celestial. To summarize the starting
situation:

- X-ray ROSAT survey images are
routinely obtained by the EXSAS pack
age (MPE) in a J 2000 system, using
25 11 pixels; the sky projection can be as-
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sumed to be tangential within the overlay
field.

- The radio images were initially re
duced with the AlPS package, using ~

15" (not square) pixels, in a SIN projec
tion (B1950). In order to match the X-ray
data, the radio images are in turn regrid
ded into J 2000 and tangential projection
using AlPS.

- The accurate sky projection of the
optical images is undefined. We stress
here that, for our purpose, CCD images
are essential (rather than Schmidt plate
scans) to provide a detailed description
of the galaxy distribution of our distant
clusters.

- The MIDAS (EXSAS) and AlPS im
age header information regarding ab
solute coordinates, centre of projection,
etc., are incompatible.

We therefore wrote a series of MI
DAS procedures to cope with the lack of
coherence between the systems, know
ing that without proper regridding pro
grammes it is not possible to have ex
act coincidence between the three wave
lengths. The method is based on the fact
that after the processing, overlays (which
cover a small area) will have as "world co
ordinates" true coordinates, i.e. RA and
Dec in decimal degrees aligned with the
X and Y axes respectively (owing to the
radio and X-ray resolutions, a minimal 211

accuracy for the three wavelengths is re
quired over a 5' x 5' field). This not only
a tractable way to treat the unknown dis
tortions of the optical image, but also en
ables us to get object positions directly

using the command GET / CUHSOH after
the final overlay has been displayed on
the screen. We now describe briefly how
each image was processed to reach this
stage.

- For the purpose of aligning opti
cal images, telescope coordinates are
not accurate enough, and thus reference
stars are needed. As the GSC does not
provide enough objects on such a small
field at high galactic latitude, and most
objects are too bright and saturated on
the CCD image, we make use of the
general COSMOS object catalogue. The
figure presents a finding chart produced
by the NRL/ROE package available at
MPE. The brightest stars are referenced
with numbers, their coordinates are listed
on the right-hand side of the figure, and
a corresponding ASCII list is simultane
ously produced by the programme; this
file is then transformed into a MIDAS
table (TA). In a second step, the CCD
image is displayed on the screen and
pixel coordinates of reference stars (at
least 5), well distributed over the whole
field, are interactively determined using
the command CENTER/GAUSS with a ta
ble as output option (TB); selected stars
are given the same identifier as in the
COSMOS list. Then the two tables, TA
(celestial coordinates) and TB (pixel co
ordinates), are compared with the com
mand ALIGN/IMAGE letting all param
eters free (i.e. rotation angle, X and Y
scale factors, X and Y translations). In
this way, the image is stretched in all
directions so that the residuals for the



ROSAl Identification ROSAT / MPE / RSDC 27-0CT-94 09:20:28 in : PRG7.MOS;1

Survey UKST lIIaJ . ROE/NRL Finding Chart out: prg7.ps

Field No. 381 Plate Epoch: 1976.41 00 ROSAT Source Name: 000001RX J1236. 7-335

ROSAT Position: 12 36 41. 9 -33 54 46 Error radii: 1 sig = 40.8, 1.645 sig = 67.2, 2 sig = 81.7, 3 sig =122.5 arcsec

+ Steliar Gaiaxy Faint
Blend cD Unknown

Spiral
CLASS B R.A. Dec. DIST.

+ +. + 01 Stellar 10.84 12 36 52.9 -33 54 26 138.8
+ 02 Stellar 1l.59 12 36 41.1 -33 55 31 46.4

+ 03 Stellar 13.91 12 36 51. 7 -33 52 43 173.6

-33 52 00 + + 03' :!" 04 Stellar 14.82 12 36 28.1 -33 55 26 176.7
+ 05 Stellar 14.86 12 36 38.0 -33 52 41 133.6

-j10
+~: -¥o+ 06 Stellar 15.26 12 36 36.7 -33 54 44 65.4

+ + {i5 + + 07 Stellar 15.36 12 36 31.1 -33 56 58 189.2
08 Stellar 15.53 12 36 39.9 -33 53 57 54.7

-33 53 00 + + 09 Stellar 15.99 12 3641.7 -33 57 02 135.7
.j16

-jl5 10 Stellar 16.03 12 36 43.4 -33 52 20 147.3

-j13 + II Stellar 16.09 12 36 43.1 -33 57 41 175.2

Ul + .+
12 Stellar 16.16 12 36 43.9 -33 57 54 189.7
13 Stellar 16.34 12 36 43.8 -33 53 29 80.5

Q)
-33 54 00 .j13+ +' 14 Stellar 16.47 12 36 49.6 -33 55 33 106.2

Q) +40
+ 15 Stellar 16.53 12 3645.0 -33 53 08 105.5...

Ol ~
16 Stellar 16.59 12 36 41.9 -33 54 06 40.5

Q) + 17 Stellar 16.68 12 36 55.4 -33 53 46 178.3

0 -jl8 X 18 Stellar 16.68 12 36 54.1 -33 54 54 151.7
-33 55 00 + + 19 Stellar 16.91 12 36 28.6 -33 53 55 173.5

20 Stellar 17.24 12 36 29.9 -33 52 24 205.7

0 -jl4 -¥ 21 Stellar 17 .26 12 36 49.2 -33 57 18 177.2

Q) 22 Stellar 17 .45 12 36 47.0 -33 55 53 92.2

0
23 Stellar 17.47 12 36 50.9 -33 54 03 119.4

-33 56 00 + + + + + 24 Stellar 17.61 12 36 47.6 -33 55 33 85.1

+ 25 Stellar 17.65 12 3650.4 -33 56 52 164.6

-tJl ~ + 26 Stellar 17 .82 12 36 51. 2 -33 53 16 146.4
+ +

27 Stellar 17.97 12 36 28.7 -33 55 13 166.3
~O+25 + + 28 Stellar 18.01 12 36 26.1 -33 54 37 196.5

-33 57 00 ++ +09
-i!'

.j!.' 29 Stellar 18.05 12 36 49.7 -33 57 II 174.4

*~l + + 30 Stellar 18.18 12 36 51. 7 -33 56 49 172.9
+ ++

31 Stellar 18.26 12 36 44.6 -33 56 36 114.7+ +
+ -j1! 32 Stellar 18.34 12 36 34.9 -33 51 57 190.2

+
+ -j!2 + + 33 Stellar 18.38 12 36 26.3 -33 55 10 195.5

-33 58 00 34 Stellar 18.38 12 36 25.4 -33 55 13 207.6+ +
35 Stellar 18.43 12 36 32.0 -33 52 28 185.2

~ ~ ~ 36 Stellar 18.61 12 36 41.0 -33 54 10 38.1.,,~. ~ ~t::J. ~ .
• '? 37 Stellar 18.65 12 36 35.5 -33 57 08 163.1

'? -,.').'? -,.').'? 38 Stellar 18.86 12 3642.4 -33 52 47 118.7-,.').
39 Stellar 18.93 12 36 38.1 -33 54 23 53.1
40 Stellar 19.01 12 36 58.1 -33 54 07 205.8

R.A. (Hours)
Selection criterion: bright stellar objects

Example of a ROEINRUMPE finding chart (Abell 700) used in the alignment of the optical CCO images. Galaxies are plotted as grey ellipses
and stars with crosses. The ROSAT centroid (x) and the 90% error circle are also indicated.

reference stars are minimized. The ob
tained transformation parameters finally
enable us to rebin the image into RA, Dec
via the command REBUT/ROTATE. A last
check, using COSMOS reference stars
not involved in the determination of the
transformation, shows that a 1" accuracy
is reached - which is actually the nomi
nal precision of the COSMOS positions.
We must stress that we have encoun
tered a difficulty due to the output format
of the command CENTER/GAUSS: only 6
digits are available. This means that for
the final check, as image coordinates are
now equatorial, it is not possible to reach
arcsec accuracy (e.g. we get in output:
RA = 156.342). We overcame this dif
ficulty (which is just an output problem,
the computed START and STEP descrip
tor values being in double precision)
by temporarily subtracting the integer
part of the START value in the descrip
tor (e.g. this time CENTER/GAUSS will
give 0.3423). We recommend that, in
future, this command (as well as
GET /CURSOE) works in double preci
sion, which seems to be logical, consid
ering that the START and STEP descrip
tors of the image header are double pre
cision numbers.

- The X-ray image has world coordi
nates in unit of 0.5" (coordinates 0,0 at
the field centre) but possesses in its de
scriptor the coordinates of centre of the
projection (POINT_LONG, POINLLAT).
This is used by the EXSAS command
TEANSFOEM/COOEDINATES to convert
pixel coordinates into celestial coordi
nates; the X and Y axes are aligned
along the RA and Dec directions. With
the aim of introducing celestial coordi
nates as world coordinates to match the
optical image, we determine the equa
torial coordinates of two reference pix
els (usually the centre C and a 2nd point
A about 21 off the centre). This provides
unique pixel transformation equations, (i,
j)--t (RA, Dec), assuming that all over the
field: (1) projection effects are negligible
and (2) STEP(x) = STEP(y)*cos(Dec(C)).
Descriptor START and STEP values are
consequently modified to yield world co
ordinates in decimal degrees. In this new
coordinate system, RA and Dec are ex
act for point C and all points located on
the cercle (C,A). At a distance of 101

from the centre we have computed a 211

discrepancy with the new coordinates,
and the true ones are provided by the
command TEANSFOEM/ COOEDINATES,

which is fully within the above accuracy
requirements.

- The AlPS descriptors of the radio
image provide in principle accurate infor
mation as to the celestial coordinates of
any pixel; however, there is no way to
handle them easily with the current MI
DAS commands. Therefore, we adopted
the following steps. The RA, Dec of the
projection centre (C) of the image can be
determined by simple linear equations:
RA = START(x) + NPIX(x)/2*STEP(x),
Dec = START(y) + NPIX(y)/2*STEP(y),
but this is not true for any other pixel.
Thus, to have a scale compatible with the
optical image and assuming again that
projection effects are negligible, we set:
STEP(x) =STEP(x)_old*cos(Dec(C)) and
STEP(y) = STEP(y)_old. This finally en
ables us to reset the START values ade
quately. Checking with AlPS point source
positions over a large field gives sat
isfactory accuracy (comparable to that
reached in the X-ray band).

The procedure described above pro
vides the desired positional accuracy
for the proposed scientific goals. How
ever, one can easily imagine cases for
which comparable accuracy will be re
quired on much larger fields, or, alterna-
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tively, with significantly higher accuracy,
on smaller fileds (e.g. VLA, VLBI posi
tions, etc.). This procedure, unless it is
further adapted, is unlikely to provide the
expected precision. Therefore, we would
recommend that the MIDAS environment

provide the opportunity of processing im
ages obtained with different projections,
mapped in different equinoxes as well as
related header information fully compat
ible with those obtained with other stan
dard packages.
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The 94NOV Release of ESO-MIDAS
SCIENCE DATA ANALYSIS GROUP

Introduction

The new 94NOV release of ESO
MIDAS will contain several improve
ments and new features in the core sys
tem as well as in the application areas. In
this article you will find a summary of the
most interesting new ones. More detailed
descriptions can be found in the recent
ESO-MIOAS Courier (October 1994).

The new release has been tested
on a variety of platforms: SUN/SunOS
4.1.n and SUN/Solaris 2.3, HP/HP-UX,
SG/IRIX, IBM/AIX, VAXNMS,
DEC/OSF1, DEC/Ultrix, VAX/Open-VMS
and VAXNMS, and PC/Linux. At the time
this Messenger is distributed, the official
94NOV version will be released and all
registered sites informed about its avail
ability in the "midas" ftp account.

In order to optimize the distribution
of this new release we request that MI
DAS sites with Internet connectivity re
trieve it from the "midas" ftp account.
Sites with no connectivity can obtain the
new release on magnetic media after
having sent a completed ESO-MIDAS
Request Form to the MIDAS Group
(midas@eso.org).

System

New Line Editor for the 94NOV
Release

One of the most prominent changes
that (Unix) users will immediately expe
rience is the implementation of a new
line editor. In previous releases of ESO
MIDAS the monitor used the "TermWin
dows" library for its line-editing capabil
ities. "TermWindows" was implemented
on VMS and UNIX systems and con
tained line-editing features inspired by
those working on VAXNMS. The 94NOV
release of MIDAS includes and uses a
new line-editor for the monitor based on
the GNU "readline" library (also used
in the GNU "bash" shell). This library,
widely supported on UNIX platforms, en
hances the line-editor capabilities of MI
DAS with features like a history stack
of commands, emacs or vi editing func-
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tions, command and filename completion
functions and a communication channel
to the MIDAS GUI "help" for on-line help.
This line-editor will be the default one
for UNIX systems. For VMS systems the
94NOV release of MIDAS still provides
the same line-editor as before.

FITS data decompression on the fly

The 94NOV release will contain an au
tomatic "decompression on-the-fly" pro
cedure from which commands like IN

TAPE/FITS can benefit. The biggest
improvement is that previous process
ing sequences like e.g. separate decom
pression of files, removal of the com
pressed files to save disk space, and fi
nally reading the decompressed files by
INTAPE/FITS are now greatly simpli
fied: INTAPE/FITS now takes care of
the decompression without the need for
extra disk space for the decompressed
data.

Applications

Upgrade of the CCO package

In order to monitor the quality of the
CCDs used on La Silla, ESO has started
a programme of standard CCD tests. To
support this programme from the soft
ware side, a number of new commands
are incorporated in the CCD context.
These commands operate on catalogues
of images like bias, dark and low-count
flat frames and will for example give the
hot and cold pixel locations, the linearity
and transfer curves, the shutter pattern,
and the charge transfer efficiency.

A new astrometry context

A new context ASTROMET con
tains the astrometry package previously
known as the programme POS1 origi
nally written by Richard West and im
plemented in MIDAS by Olivier Hainaut.
For the MIDAS implementation the algo
rithm was not changed as it proved to
be extremely accurate. While the original
POS1 was doing everything in one pro-

gramme, the MIDAS version has been
split into 3 steps.

Firstly, read the measurements and
standard stars, and compute the trans
formation parameters (this step is
performed by command ASTROME

TRY /TRANSFORM. Secondly, edit the
standard star table to remove/restore
some stars. This step is performed by the
command ASTEOMETRY /EDIT. Finally,
compute the converted coordinates by
the command ASTROMETRY / COMPUTE.

Graphical user interfaces

Two new graphical user interfaces
(GUls) will be included in the 94NOV re
lease: a GUI for the Data Organizer (DO)
and one for the infrared spectroscopy
package IRSPEC.

Because the DO is particularly in
tended to be used in an on-line environ
ment, it is essential that observers can
interact efficiently with the tools offered
to them. Therefore, a versatile graphical
user interface has been fitted to the DO.
The main interface window contains the
Observation Summary Table on which
all subsequent operations can be per
formed. With a number of special wid
gets the user can e.g. edit the classifi
cation rules, classify the biases, etc. A
customized on-line version of the DO is
now running at the NTT.

A second new GU I was created for the
IRSPEC context by Cristian Levin at La
Silla. Its main purpose is to provide an
easy way to reduce infrared data on-line
at the NTT, but it can also be very use
ful for off-line data reduction. The main
features are:

• It has interfaces to all the commands
of the existing context to reduce infrared
data.

• A file management feature that al
lows to keep sets of input frame names
in ASCII files.

• Some commands were grouped in
the interface, and default values are pro
vided for most of the parameters, so the
user can reduce the data very quickly.

From the main menu of the IRSPEC
graphical interface the user can create


